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Let W be an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, and let K be an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, complete for an ultrametric absolute
value. Let Qn be the polynomial xn&xn&1+k for any constant k{0, (n&1)n&1nn.
Let Tn(k) be the set of n distinct zeros of Qn . For every n9, we show that Tn(k)
is an n-point unique range set (ignoring multiplicities) for both W[x] and the set
A(K) of entire functions in K. However, for every n>0, we also show that Tn(k)
is not a unique range set (counting or ignoring multiplicities) for W(x) and there-
fore, is also not a unique range set for the set of p-adic meromorphic functions (this
was also separately found by Chung-Chun Yang and Xin-Hou Hua). In the same
way, we show that there exist no bi-urs for p-adic meromorphic functions of the
form ([a, b, c], [|]). Moreover, for every n5, we show that the only linear frac-
tional functions preserving a set Tn(k) is the identity, something which was asked
(in particular) in Boutabaa and Escassut, ‘‘On Uniqueness of p-adic Meromorphic
Functions,’’ Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. (1988).  1999 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION AND THEOREMS
Definitions and Notation
W denotes an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, W*
denotes W"[0], and W denotes the projective space of dimension 1 over
W. In W, for every n # N, we put un=(n&1)n&1nn. Let k # W be different
from 0 and un . We put Qn(x)=xn&xn&1+k and denote by Tn(k) the set
of zeros of Qn in W. Since W has characteristic zero, it is easily seen that,
thanks to the conditions k{0, and k{un , all zeros of Qn are simple.
K will denote an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero, complete
for an ultrametric absolute value. Let L be a field which is either C or K.
In particular, all definitions involving the field W will apply to L, hence to
K and C.
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A(L) will denote the set of entire functions in L, and M(L) will denote
the set of meromorphic functions in L, i.e., the field of fractions of A(L).
Given a family of functions F defined in W, with values in W , a set S in
W will be called an ursim for F if for any non-constant functions f, g # F
satisfying f &1(S)= g&1(S), these functions are equal. In [23] Yi and Yang
showed the existence of ursim for M(C) having only 17 points, and ursim
for A(C) with only 10 points. Many other papers were published about
properties of uniqueness or strong relationship, for functions sharing a
certain finite set of values, counting or not counting multiplicities [1, 915,
1822].
In [6], sets of n points are constructed which are ursims for p-adic entire
functions whenever n9, and are ursims for p-adic meromorphic functions
whenever n16. Here, we first construct new sets which are ursims of n
points for W[x] and for A(K) for every n9, and then, we show that
such sets are never urs’, and of course are not ursims, for M(K). Our
method is based upon a Lemma J proven in [6], a generalization of a
lemma given in [8].
Theorem 1. Let k # K"[0, un]. Then Tn(k) is an ursim for A(K) for
every n9.
Corollary 1. Let k # W"[0, un]. Then Tn(k) is an ursim for W[x] for
every n9.
Proof. Indeed, given polynomials f, g # W[x] such that E( f, Tn(k))=
E(g, Tn(k)), there exists a finite extension of Q containing Tn(k), and all
coefficients of f and g. As we can embed this extension into Cp , it is easily
seen that f =g.
We are now able to make a few comments about urs (counting multi-
plicities) for meromorphic functions. For a subset S of K and f # M(K) we
denote by E( f, S) the set in K_N*: a # S [(z, q) # K_N* | z a zero of
order q of f (x)&a].
Moreover, given a subset of K containing [], we denote by E( f, S) the
subset of K_N*: E( f, S & K) _ [(z, q) | z a pole of order q of f ].
Definition. Let F be a non-empty subset of M(K). A subset S of K is
called a unique range set (an urs in brief) for F if for any non-constant
f, g # F such that E( f, S)=E(g, S), one has f =g.
In the same way, a couple of sets S, T in K such that S & T=< will be
called a bi-urs for F if for any non-constant f, g # F satisfying
E( f, S)=E(g, S), and E( f, T)=E(g, T ) one has f =g.
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In [4], the urs for W[x] are characterized as the sets S such that there
exist no functions h (except the identity) of the form ax+b, with a, b # W,
satisfying h(S)=S. Considering sets of 3 elements in K, it was also proven
that such sets also are urs for A(K), and that for every n3, there do exist
such urs for A(K). In [7], Cherry and Yang generalized to A(K) the
characterization of finite urs for W[x] made in [4], showing that all the
finite urs for W[x] are urs for A(K), i.e., the finite urs for A(K) also are
the sets S such that there exist no function h (except the identity) of the
form ax+b, with a, b # K satisfying h(S)=S.
Considering now W(x) and M(K), it is obviously seen that every urs for
W(x) or for M(K) are unpermutable through any linear fractional function
other than the identity. Thus, one could think the urs for W(x) (resp. for
M(K)) would be the sets S such that there exist no function h (except the
identity) of the form (ax+b)(cx+d ), with ad&bc{0 and a, b, c, d # W
(resp. a, b, c, d # K), permuting S. This question was asked in [5]. Theorems
2, 3, and 4 show that this is definitely false. However, we have to mention
that in [22] (example 4) Yang and Hua separately and previously proved
the claim of Theorem 2, and therefore showed that there exist no bi-urs of
the form (Tn(k), []) (we had not heard of [22] when we found the
results of the present paper).
Theorem 2. Let h # W(x) be non-constant, and let n # N be such that n3.
Let g=(hn&1&1)(hn&1), and let f =gh. Then E( f, Tn(k))=E(g, Tn(k)).
Moreover, f and g have the same poles, counting multiplicities.
Theorem 3 is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.
Theorem 3. Let k # W"[0, un]. Then Tn(k) is not an urs for W(x)
whenever n # N*. Moreover, there exist no bi-urs for W(x) of the form
([a, b, c], [|]), with a, b, c, # W, and | # W .
Remark. Obviously, any set which is not an urs for W(x), cannot be an
urs for M(K), cannot be an ursim for W(x), and cannot be an ursim for
M(K). In fact we do not know any example of an urs for a family of func-
tions F which is not also an ursim for F. For example, as noted in [6],
sets of the form [a, a+h, a+3h], with a # W, h # W*, are urs for W[x],
but are they also ursims for W[x]?
On the other hand, in [6] it is shown that there do exist bi-urs for M(K)
of the form [a1 , ..., an], [|]), for every n5. Thus, the question remains
asked whether there exist bi-urs for M(K) of the form ([a1 , a2 , a3 , a4], [|]).
Theorem 4. Let k # W"[0, un]. For every n5, there exist no linear
fractional functions h permuting Tn(k), except the identity.
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Remark. In Theorem 4, the hypothesis n5 is necessary because given
any four distinct points :, ;, #, $ # W, there does exist a linear fractional
function h, different from the identity, satisfying h(:)=;, h(;)=:, h(#)=$,
h($)=#. Indeed, h is of the form:
h(x)=
x(:;&#$)&:;(#+$)+#$(:+;)
x(:+;&#&$)&:;+#$
.
This shows that anyway, urs for W(x) and for M(K) must have at least 5
points.
Conclusion. By Theorem 3, the sets Tn(k) in W are not urs for W(x)
though, by Theorem 4, there exist no linear fractional functions h (different
from the identity) permuting Tn(k) as soon as n5. Thus, the set of finite
urs for W(x) is strictly smaller than the set of finite sets S such that there
exist no linear fractional functions h preserving S. So, it is not easy to
imagine a characterization of urs, or bi-urs for W(x). And a characteriza-
tion of urs, or bi-urs, for M(K) appears even more difficult.
Next, by Theorem 2 in [17], we know that given a compact A in C
which is not preserved by any non-trivial rotation of the form .(x)=a+
(x&a) ei%, and given two monic polynomials F, G of same degree such that
F&1(A)=G&1(A), we have F=G. Now, we notice that, by choosing for h
a rational function of degree 0, such as x(x+1), we can obtain two
rational functions f and g of same degree 0, both equal to a quotient of
monic polynomials, satisfying f &1(Tn(k))= g&1(Tn(k)), though the sets
Tn(k) are not preserved by rotations, at least when n4. Thus, one
does not see any clear generalizations of Theorem 2 of [17], to rational
functions.
Example of Sets T5(k). Let Q(x)=x5&x4+332. Then Q factorizes in
R[x] in the form:
\x+12+\x4&
3
2
x3+
3
22
x2&
3
23
x+
3
24+ .
Let
a=
- 2
4
(- 3 - 7&1) - - 3 - 7+3,
b=- 2 - 3 - - 3 - 7&3,
:=
1
8
(3+a+i - 2 - - 3 - 7&3a+2b),
;=
1
8
(3&a+i - 2 - - 3 - 7+3a&2b).
Then we check that T5(332)=[&12, :, : , ;, ; ].
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THE PROOFS
Definitions and Notation
In K, the valuation v is defined by a logarithmic function log: v(x)=
&log |x|.
Given f # M(L), Nevanlinna’s functions T(r, f ), N(r, f ), N[k](r, f ),
N (r, f ) are defined as usual in C [16]. Further, in K we use Nevanlinna’s
functions defined in [2]. But, in order to respect the symmetry between our
studies in C and in K, here, we use the notation of [3], and then, given
h # M(K), we will denote by T(r, h), N(r, h), N[k](r, h), N (r, h), etc. what
is respectively denoted in [2] by T(&log r, h), N(&log r, h), N[k](&log r, h),
N (&log r, h).
B will denote the set of functions from K to R which are bounded above
when |x| approaches +. Thus, B is seen to be an additive group.
Let : # L and h= fg # M(L) (with f, g # A(L). If h has a zero (resp. a
pole) of order q at :, we put |:(h)=q (resp. |:(h)=&q). If h(:){0 and
, we put |:(h)=0. Given f (x)=n=0 anx
n # A(K), we denote by v( f, +)
the valuation function defined by v( f, +)=infn # N v(an)+n+. This valuation
can be extended to M(K) by setting v( fg, +)=v( f, +)&v(g, +).
In the proof of Theorem 1, we will use Lemmas D, E, J established in
[6]. Here we reduce the hypotheses and conclusions therein to the case
when L=K.
Lemma D. Let F, G # M(K) have the same poles, ignoring multiplicities,
and let H=F"F $&G"G$ not be identically 0. We assume that |0(F )=
|0(G)=0 and H(0){. Then we have
3(N (r, F )+N (r, G))2(N(r, F )+N(r, G)+N(r, H))+.(r),
where the function .(r)+log r belongs to B
Lemma E. Let f # M(K), let :1 , ..., :n # K be pairwise different and let
P(u)=>ni=1 (u&:i). We assume that 0 is not a zero of P( f ). Then N(r, 1P( f ))
=ni=1 N(r, 1( f &:i)) and for every k # N* we have N[k](r, 1P( f ))=
ni=1 N[k](r, 1( f &:i)).
Notation. Let S be a finite subset of L, and let h # M(L). We will
denote by N S0(r, 1h$) the counting function of zeros of h$, excluding those
which are zeros of h&c for any c # S.
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Lemma J is a generalization of the lemma given in [8] and has been
proven in [6].
Lemma J. Let F, G # M(K) be non-constant and have the same poles. Let
c1 , ..., cq be pairwise distinct elements of L with q2 and let S=[c1 , ..., cq].
We assume that |0(F )=|0(G)=|0(F $)=|0(G$)=0. Then one of the
following two cases occurs.
(i) F and G satisfy the inequality:
(3q&5)(T(r, F )+T(r, G))
 :
q
j=1 _2 \N[3] \r,
1
F&cj++N[3] \r,
1
G&c j++
+N \r, 1F&cj++N \r,
1
G&cj+&
+N[3](r, F )&N (r, F )+N[3](r, G)&N (r, G)
&\N S0 \r, 1F $++N S0 \r,
1
G$+++(r),
where the function (r)+log r lies in B.
(ii) There exist A, B # K with A{0 such that F=AG+B and
*([c1 , ..., cq] & [Acj+B | 1 jq])2. (2)
Proposition P is proven in [5] and will be useful in the proof of
Theorem 1.
Proposition P. Let a # K* and let n, m # N satisfy n>m3 and let
P(u)=un&aum+1 # K[u]. Moreover, when m=3 or m=4, we assume that
for every (n&m) th root ‘ of 1 different from &1, P+‘ only admits zeros
of order 1.
Let * # K* and let P(u)=un&aum+1 # K[u]. Let f, g # M(K) satisfy
P( f (x))=*P(g(x)). (3)
Then *=1.
Proof of Theorem 1. We assume n9, We will follow the same steps as
in [6], putting c1=1(k&un), c2=1k, c3=0, and S=[c1 , c2 , c3]. Then
Qn&k+un admits (n&1)n as a zero of order 2. We put
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Qn(x)&k+un=\x&n&1n +
2
V(x)
with V # K[x], deg (V)=n&2. (1)
Next, Qn&k admits 0 as a zero of order n&1. We put
Qn(x)&k=xn&1B(x) with B # K[x], deg (B)=1. (2)
Now, we suppose that f, g # M(K) are not constant and satisfy
f &1(Tn(k))=g&1(Tn(k)). We put F=1Qn( f ), G=1Qn(g), H=F"F $&
G"G$. Then F, G have the same poles, ignoring multiplicities. Without loss
of generality we may obviously assume that |0(F)=|0(G)=|0(F $)=
|0(G$)=|0( f )=|0(g)=0, and F(0){cj , G(0){cj \j=1, 2, 3.
We first consider the case when H is not identically 0. By Lemmas D and
E, and by (1), (2), we obtain
N[3] \r, 1F&c1+=2N \r,
1
f &
n&1
n ++N[3] \r,
1
V( f )+
nT(r, f )+#3(r), (3)
N \r, 1F&c1+=2N \r,
1
f &
n&1
n ++N \r,
1
V( f )+
(n&1) T(r, f )+#4(r), (4)
N[3] \r, 1F&c2+=2N \r,
1
f++N[3] \r,
1
B( f )+
3T(r, f )+#5(r), (5)
N \r, 1F&c2+=N \r,
1
f++N \r,
1
B( f )+
2T(r, f )+#6(r), (6)
where the #j belong to B. Next, we have
N[3] \r, 1F&c3+=N[3](r, Qn( f )) (7)
N \r, 1F&c3+=N (r, Qn( f ))=0 (8)
because f # A(K).
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Next, we have
nT(r, f )T(r, F )+#9(r), (9)
nT(r, g)T(r, G)+#10(r), (10)
where the #j satisfy #j # B ( j=9, 10).
Denoting by :1 , ..., :n the zeros of Qn , by (3)(8) we obtain
2 :
3
j=1
N[3] \r, 1F&c j++ :
3
j=1
N \r, 1F&cj+
(3n+7) T(r, f )+.0(r), (11)
and similarly
2 :
3
j=1
N[3] \r, 1G&c j++ :
3
j=1
N \r, 1G&cj+
(3n+7) T(r, g)+.2(r), (12)
with .i # B.
Therefore, applying Lemma J with q=3 we obtain
4(T(r, F )+T(r, G))
(3n+7)(T(r, f )+T(r, g))+N[3](r, F)&N (r, F )
+N[3](r, G)&N (r, G)+(r), with (r)+log r # B. (13)
As a consequence of (9)(13) we obtain 4n[T(r, f )+T(r, g)](3n+9)
(T(r, f )+T(r, g))+%(r), with %(r)+log r # B. Thus, n must satisfy n9+
%(r)(T(r, f )+T(r, g)), but when r is big enough, %(r) is strictly negative,
hence we have n8. So, we have proven that if Tn(k) is not an ursim for
A(K), and if n9, then H must be identically zero.
So, we now assume H=0. Then there exist a, b # K such that Qn( f )=
Qn(g)(aQn(g)+b), with b{0. But, since f, g lie in A(K), a must be equal
to zero. Thus, we have Qn( f )=(1b) Qn(g). Now, let : # K satisfy :n=1k.
Then we have Qn(x)=k((:x)n&:(:x)n&1+1). Putting P(Y)=Yn&:Yn&1
+1, we have P(:f )=(1b) P(:g). But as n9, by Proposition P we check
that b=1, hence
:f n& f n&1=:gn& gn&1. (14)
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Let h= fg. From this equality, we can easily obtain :g=&(hn&1&1)
(hn&1). Clearly, if h is not constant, hn&1 admits zeros which are not
zeros of hn&1&1, a contradiction with the hypothesis g # A(K). Hence h is
constant, and so are f, g, a contradiction with the hypothesis. This finishes
the proof of Theorem 1.
In [4] we gave this lemma:
Let S=[z1 , ..., zn] be a set in W (resp. in K), and let P(x)=>nj=1 (x&zj).
Let f, g # W(x) (resp. let f, g # M(K)) have the same poles, taking multiplicities
into account, and satisfy E( f, s)=E(g, S). Then, there exists a constant
* # L* (resp. * # K*) such that P( f (x))=*P(g(x)) for all x # L (resp. for all
x # K).
In fact, the proof is mainly based on the relation E( f, S)=E(P b f, [0]),
and therefore it also shows the converse, even without assuming f and g to
have the same poles. So, we have
Lemma L. Let S=[z1 , ..., zn] be a set in W (resp. in L), and let P(x)=
>nj=1 (x&zj). Let f, g # W(x) (resp. let f, g # M(L)) satisfy P( f (x))=
*P(g(x)) for all x # W, with * # W* (resp. for all x # L, with * # L*). Then
we have E( f, S)=E(g, S).
Proof of Theorem 2. We check that Qn b f =Qn b g, and therefore by
Lemma L we have E( f, Tnk))=E(g, Tn(k)). Since f{ g, Tn(k) is not an
urs for W(x). Now, we check that f and g have the same poles, counting
multiplicities: Indeed, on one hand, any pole of order q of h is a zero of
order q of g, and therefore is not a pole of f. On the other hand, since n
and n&1 are relatively prime, any zero : of order q of hn&1, with
h(:){1, is clearly a pole of order q for both f and g.
Proof of Theorem 3. By Theorem 2 it is obvious that Tn(k) is not an
urs for W(x) whenever n # N*. Further, since the two different rational
functions f and g constructed in Theorem 2 have the same poles, counting
multiplicities, (Tn(k), []) is not a bi-urs for W(x). We can easily deduce
that there exist no bi-urs of the form ([a1 , a2 , a3], [|]). Consider four
different points a1 , a2 , a3 , | # W. First, we can find a linear fractional
function h such that h(|)=. Next, we can find : # W*, ; # W such that
the function l defined as l(x)=:x+; satisfies 3j=1 l(h(aj))=&1, and
i< j l(h(a i)) l(h(aj))=0. Now, let b j=l(h(a j)) ( j=1, 2, 3), and let k=
b1 b2 b3 . We notice that b1 , b2 , b3 are three different points. Suppose k=0.
Then one of the bj , for instance b1 is nul, and then, we have k=b2 b3=0,
hence, another bj is equal to zero, and then is equal to b1 , a contradiction.
So, we have k{0. Then clearly, [b1 , b2 , b3]=T3(k). We also check that
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k{u3 , just because b1 , b2 , b3 are three different points. Therefore ([b1 , b2 ,
b3], []) is not a bi-urs for W(x). Let f, g # W(x) satisfy f{ g, E( f, [b1 ,
b2 , b3])=E(g, [b1 , b2 , b3]) and E( f, [])=E(g, []). Let ,=h&1 b l&1
b f, and =h&1 b l &1 b g. Then, , and  satisfy E(,, [a1 , a2 , a3])=
E(, [a1 , a2 , a3]) and E(,, [|])=E(, [|]), with ,{, hence ([a1 , a2 ,
a3], [|]) is not a bi-urs for W(x). This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 4. We suppose that a linear fractional function h
defined as h(x)=(ax+b)(cx+d ) (with ad&bc{0) satisfies h(Tn(k))=
Tn(k) for some n5. Let R(x)=Qn(h(x)). Then R is a rational function of
the form nj=0 pjx
j(cx+d )n. Since h(Tn(k))=Tn(k) we notice that the set
of zeros of R is Tn(k), and therefore Tn(k) is the set of zeros of nj=0 pj x
j.
Consequently, this polynomial is of the form *Qn , with * # W*. In parti-
cular, we have
p1= p2= p3=0. (1)
On the other hand, we have nj=0 pjx
j=(ax+b)n&(cx+d )(ax+b)n&1+
k(cx+d )n, so we obtain
p1=nabn&1&(n&1) abn&2d&bn&1c+kncd n&1,
p2=\n2+ a2bn&2&\
(n&1)
2 + a2bn&3d
&(n&1) abn&2c+k \n2+ c2d n&2,
p3=\n3+ a3bn&3&\
(n&1)
3 + a3bn&4d
&\(n&1)2 + a2bn&3c+k \
n
3+ c3d n&3.
We now compute
A=
a2p1
n
&
4abp2
n(n&1)
+
6b2p3
n(n&1)(n&2)
and obtain A=cd n&3k(ad&bc)2. But of course by (1) we have A=0. Since
k(ad&bc){0, we must have cd=0.
First, suppose d=0. Then, we have
bc{0. (2)
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But, as p1=0, this implies nabn&1=bn&1c, i.e.,
na=c. (3)
And as p2=0, we have (n(n&1)2) a2bn&2=(n&1) abn&2c, i.e.,
na2=2ac. (4)
By (3) and (4), we check that ac=0, hence by (2) a=0, which contradicts
(2) and (3).
Thus, we are led to the hypothesis d{0, c=0. Then ad{0. And then by
(1) we obtain nabn&1=(n&1) abn&2d, i.e.,
nbn&1=(n&1) bn&2d. (5)
And na2bn&2=(n&2) a2bn&3d, i.e.,
nbn&2=(n&2) bn&3d, (6)
hence by (5) and (6), (n&2) bn&2d=(n&1) bn&2d, and finally b=0. So,
h(x)=axd. Taking d=1, we obtain nj=0 pjx
j=anxn&an&1xn&1+k,
which must be proportional to Qn(x). In particular, xn&xn&1a+kan=
xn&xn&1+k, and therefore a=1. This finishes showing that the identity is
the only linear fractional function preserving Tn(k).
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